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This Eco Guide presents technologies, system settings, 
functionalities and software solutions that support you 
by minimising your environmental footprint as well as 
your total cost of ownership (TCO). With your decision 
in favour of Konica Minolta’s multifunctional products 
(MFPs), printers and software applications, you have 
chosen optimal products that combine performance 
with economical and ecological efficiency.

Find out about the various possibilities to reduce your TCO 
without neglecting ecological aspects. Your benefits are:

Reduction of energy consumption

Reduction of paper input

Reduction of waste 
(raw materials, misprints, toner, etc.)

Reduction of carbon footprint

Time savings
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 Induction heating (IH) fusing technology

Konica Minolta adopted IH technology to design an energy-
efficient fusing unit. Heating the fusing unit by applying 
induction heating remarkably reduces energy consumption. 
The required temperature is reached much faster and can 
be controlled precisely, resulting in minimised energy loss. 
The short warm-up time enabled by IH technology lets 
users take maximum advantage of the bizhub systems’ 
different power-saving modes.

 Life cycle orientation

All Konica Minolta devices are developed and manufac-
tured with the objective of continually reducing their 
environmental impact at all stages of the product life cycle. 
This includes the design stage, production, supply chain 
and transport, as well as their use and recycling/disposal.  
All life cycle stages are carefully monitored in terms of gen-
eral input-output analysis, energy and resource efficiency, 
recycling and waste prevention, and of course compliance 
with the relevant environmental and safety regulations. 

 Simitri® HD polymerised toner

Simitri® HD polymerised toner represents an ecological 
milestone. Simitri® HD has a significantly lower environ-
mental impact during its production, use and recycling than 
conventional pulverised toner. The toner requires a lower 
fusing temperature and thus reduces energy consumption. 

Biomass, which is CO2 neutral during recycling, is an 
important ingredient in black Simitri® HD toner and further 
reduces its carbon footprint.

GREEN
TECHNOLOGIES
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 Low TEC values

Konica Minolta devices and software have been designed 
throughout for optimum operation while minimising energy 
consumption. The particularly low TEC values of Konica 
Minolta’s various office products are particularly impressive: 
the TEC value represents an electrical product’s typical 
weekly electricity consumption (TEC) based on average 
office use defined by the ENERGY STAR programme.

 

 Reduced noise for a more agreeable  
working atmosphere

Numerous technical improvements have been made 
throughout the products, especially with steps taken to 
eliminate or reduce unpleasant noises. This makes working 
around our devices even more agreeable.

 Use of recycled plastics and bioplastics

The newer systems are even more environmentally friendly 
in their design and construction as increasing use is made 
of recycled plastics and bioplastics. The recycled PC/PET* 
which is recovered from collected water and water cooler 
bottles is now used in about 20 outer parts of our devices.
 
Plant-based bioplastics have a lower environmental impact 
than conventional plastics as they emit less CO₂ during 
their life cycle than conventional plastics.

* PC: Polycarbonate; PET: Polyethylene terephthalate

 LED* as scanner light source

The scanner’s light source has been changed from the 
conventional fluorescent lighting to LED. This results in 
superior power savings and a low heat performance while 
simultaneously increasing the brightness intensity and 
scanning speed.

*LED = Light-emitting diode
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Blue Angel
Launched in Germany in 1978 as the world’s first environmental labelling system, the Blue 
Angel is awarded to products and services that have a smaller environmental impact.
Since receiving the world’s first Blue Angel certification in the field of copiers in January 
1992, Konica Minolta has continued to receive certification for new products by clearing the 
certification bar each time it has been raised.

ENERGY STAR
Products that meet certain standards can be registered as ENERGY STAR devices as part 
of an energy saving programme for office equipment. Implemented in 1995 through an 
agreement between the Japanese and US governments, the international programme has 
expanded with the participation of the EU, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and 
other countries.
Konica Minolta joined the ENERGY STAR programme early on, and most of our products 
now fulfil the ENERGY STAR requirements.

ECO LEAF
The ECO LEAF labelling provides information on the environmental impact of a product, 
based on quantitative measurement of the environmental performance through the prod-
uct’s entire life cycle, from raw material procurement to production, sales, usage, disposal, 
and recycling. Konica Minolta provides environmental impact data relating to its office 
equipment through the ECO LEAF.

Deinking
Deinking, i.e. the removal of ink or toner from paper, is crucial for the production of recycled 
paper. This is guaranteed with Konica Minolta’s Simitri® HD toner, which achieved top 
results in the INGEDE deinking test. 

RoHS 2 & Declaration of Conformity
Effective since July 2006 on the European market, the RoHS Directive (Restriction of Haz-
ardous Substances) was superseded in January 2013 by the new RoHS 2 Directive, which 
integrates RoHS 2 into the Declaration of Conformity. As a result, the CE mark now covers 
RoHS 2 compliance and replaces the former “RoHS compliant” mark. Konica Minolta fully 
commits to RoHS 2 and not only avoids the listed substances in the RoHS-designated 
products but has discontinued the use of these substances in all office products.

Media certified with FSC and/or Blue Angel
For all office systems, Konica Minolta recommends print media certified by the FSC (Forest 
Stewardship Council) to encourage paper manufacturers to adhere to responsible forest 
management practices. In particular media certified with the Blue Angel consist of 100% 
recycled paper and their production is particularly low-pollutant.
These paper types only have a minimal environmental footprint in production but are not 
lacking in quality and reliability.

 Environment-related labels
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 Power control/sleep modes

Most Konica Minolta office systems now have three power- 
saving modes that significantly reduce the energy con-
sumption during idle phases. In view of the fast recovery 
and short reheating time of Konica Minolta’s fusing units, 
it is recommended to programme a short interval for the 
sleep modes to optimise energy saving.

From the regular sleep modes, the device restarts automati-
cally as soon as a user operates a panel key or a print job 
comes in. Incoming faxes do not restart the machine but 
are stored in a secure memory until the device is reacti-
vated by another process.

The third sleep mode is compliant to the European Eco- 
design Directive and called the ErP mode. It can be 
activated via the weekly timer or the Power Save button 
on the MFP panel. The system can only be reactivated if 
it has been programmed in the weekly timer or after the 
Power Save button has been used again. The ErP mode 
guarantees very low energy consumption.

 Timer and calendar function

To avoid the inadvertent shutdown of a device, Konica  
Minolta’s low power and sleep modes each have a 
timer and calendar function that allows the system to be 
activated on a daily or weekly basis or according to the 
calendar date. For example, normal business days can 
be defined with an automatic start and shutdown time. 
For Sundays or holidays, a total power-off mode can be 
selected.

GREEN 
SYSTEM SETTINGS 
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Timer and calendar function
Weekly timer settings have to be programmed by the 
administrator
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 Eco Scan

Thanks to its “scan-only” technology, the fixing heater 
does not need to be activated if only a scan is to be made. 
The new systems also feature an integrated dual scanner 
as standard, which reduces the scan time and energy 
consumption.

 Eco Print

When the system is in sleep mode, the control panel is not 
automatically activated if a print job comes in. Power is only 
provided to the required parts and therefore unnecessary 
power consumption is minimised.

 Eco Meter

The Eco Meter visualises the users’ contribution to the 
environment and therefore creates and maintains the users’ 
environmental awareness.

The displayed eco information includes toner and paper 
savings and summarises the times in the different operating 
and saving modes. This can be shown from three different 
perspectives: for the entire device, for an account, and for 
a user.
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 Dynamic Eco Timer

The weekly timer, which manages the times for the sleep 
and operating modes for each day of the week, has been 
further enhanced by a learning function. The Dynamic Eco 
Timer automatically adapts to the actual usage based on 
a 4-week analysis. This conveniently supports users in 
efficiently utilising all available saving modes.

Instructions for Eco Meter
Main screen: Counter - Eco Info - select Eco Info 1 
or Eco Info 2

Dynamic Eco Timer
Eco Timer automatically adapts to actual usage 
based on a 4-week analysis
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 N-up functionality

In the copy or print mode, all Konica Minolta office systems 
offer the n-up function. It automatically reduces the paper 
output by positioning a selected number of pages on one 
sheet. This facilitates economical printing, for example for 
correction or presentation handouts. Depending on the 
model, up to 16 pages can be placed on one A4 sheet. In 
combination with duplex printing, up to 31 sheets can be 
saved.
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 Duplex printing/copying

Each device equipped with a duplex unit can be set to 
default for duplex printing and copying, making manual 
settings and waste of print media impossible. As most 
office documents consist of more than one page, duplex 
printing saves office space for storage and of course every 
second sheet of paper. These savings can quickly reach 
several thousands of sheets.

GREEN 
FUNCTIONALITIES 

Instructions for duplex copying
Main screen: Copy - Duplex/Combine -  
select, e.g.: 2 Sided > 2 Sided

Instructions for duplex printing
Select Layout - Print Type: 2-Sided

Instructions for n-up copying
Main screen: Copy - Duplex/Combine - Combine: choose 
between 2in1, 4in1, 8in1 - select Combination Method

Instructions for n-up printing
Select Layout - Combination: choose between  
2in1, 4in1, 6in1, 9in1, 16in1



 Reuse of one-sided prints

Today, many documents are printed for instant and 
one-time use, for example e-mail information, Web pages 
etc. These are often single printouts that frequently contain 
just one page. As most Konica Minolta devices have the 
capability of duplex printing, they can also process used 
media and print on the blank side of the page. To prevent 
used paper from being accidentally chosen for official 
purposes, one of the paper trays of the printer can be set 
exclusively for single-sided printing. The reuse of paper 
helps save considerable resources in everyday business.
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Instructions for one-sided copying
Main Screen: Copy - Application - Paper - Change Tray 
Settings - Single Side Only - Close

Instructions for one-sided copying
Select Basic - Paper Type: Single Side Only

 Combining print & copy jobs

Small print and copy jobs cause frequent reheating cycles 
that are in direct conflict with maximum energy efficiency. 
It is therefore advantageous to collect print and copy jobs 
in the personal user box. When convenient, the stored jobs 
can easily be printed all at once. Another advantage is that 
all stored data has already been processed, preventing long 
idle times and permanent reheating between the print jobs.

Instructions for combining print jobs
Select Basic - Output Method: Save in User Box

Instructions for printing stored jobs 
Main screen: User Box - select your box - Open -  
select the documents - Print



 Proof print & preview copy

In everyday business, even the smallest mistake can cause a huge amount of misprints and copied waste. In multi-set printing or 
copying, all devices support a proof function. It only prints the first set, for example of a presentation handout. The author can  
check this set for mistakes and if okay, the whole job can be produced quickly because the print data has already been processed.

Instead of printing the first set it is now possible to first view and scroll through the relevant document with the Preview button on 
the MFP display. If needed, the document can be further edited, for example rotated. If the result is satisfying, the document can 
be printed. Or the user can now decide to scan the documents again now, instead of wasting the first printout.

This function guarantees that only the finally confirmed documents will be copied and printed; misprints are avoided.
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Preview Button on 
MFP display

Instructions for proof print jobs
Select Basic - Output Method: Proof Print

Instructions for preview copy
Select Copy - load the originals - Preview Button - 
Preview on Screen - Start
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 Blank page removal and skip blank pages

Documents often contain blank pages, for example to fill 
up booklets or to ensure that chapters in a book begin on a 
right-hand page. To prevent blank pages from being printed 
and wasting paper, the print controller can be set to delete 
blank pages from the document automatically.

In copy mode, the system can be set to automatically 
detect blank pages already during the scanning process. 
If chosen, these blank pages are deleted and not released. 
This is especially recommendable for duplex scanning and 
avoids unnecessary paper waste.

Instructions for blank page removal
Select Copy and load the originals - Application - No 
Original Settings - Blank Page Removal - OK

Instructions for skipping blank pages
Select Layout - Skip Blank Pages

 Overlay function

Usually, preprinted letterhead stationery is used for 
everyday business correspondence. Besides the company 
logo, this normally includes details like the address, 
telephone number, Web address and bank account. Any 
change to this data results in an enormous amount of 
wasted paper, because it is simply impossible to update 
preprinted company stationery. Konica Minolta’s products 
offer letterhead printing based on stored overlay files. 
These files contain all relevant corporate information and 
can be printed automatically on selected pages. If changes 
occur, only the stored file needs to be updated.

Instructions for overlay function
1. Create overlay: Create the overlay (e.g. with a text 
programme) - Select Stamp/Composition - Overlay: 
Create Host Image - OK - Print. Now you can save the 
overlay file (*.KFO - file) on your computer
2. Print overlay: Select Stamp/Composition -  
Overlay: Print Host Image - Select your overlay file -  
OK - Print



 Share documents by scan or box

A very efficient way to distribute and share information and  
documents is the digital approach. Instead of printing, almost  
all Konica Minolta products offer the functionality to scan 
documents and send them directly to multiple destinations –  
via e-mail, FTP, SMB and WebDAV. To prepare a meeting, 
for example, the required documentation can be distributed 
by e-mail. Participants can decide for themselves if they 
prefer to print the documents or view them on the screen. 
Most devices even allow such information to be stored in the 
participant’s personal box from where any document can be 
downloaded as a PDF file or printed right away.

 Box for public documents

Besides the company letterhead there are usually other 
corporate documents that require regular updating, which 
makes it inadvisable to preprint this material. These docu-
ments include internal telephone lists, order forms, travel 
expense charts, and many more. To keep this material up 
to date and ensure that employees always use the latest 
version, the Konica Minolta devices can store such docu-
ments digitally in a public box. This way, data can easily be 
accessed and printed via the operator panel or online.
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Instructions for saving documents in a box 
for public documents
Main Screen: User Box - Select the box - Save

Instructions for printing saved documents from the 
box for public documents
Main Screen: User Box - Select the box - Print

Instructions for sharing documents by scan or box
Main Screen: Scan/Fax - Direct Input - Select destination



 Fax forwarding

Even though most information is now distributed via e-mail,  
fax is still an important means of communication in everyday 
business. Usually, incoming fax documents are printed 
right away. The Konica Minolta office devices allow incom-
ing faxes to be stored in a user box from where they can 
be downloaded, printed or forwarded to a specific e-mail 
address. The TSI number (sender address) even allows 
faxes to be forwarded to user groups that are selected 
according to specific senders. This means faxes only need 
to be printed when really necessary.
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Fax forwarding settings have to be programmed by the 
administrator

 XPS print preview driver 

In order to further reduce print waste, the new printer 
driver offers a detailed and precise preview function which 
has previously never been available and which displays 
an accurate image of the material to be printed on the 
PC screen. Text placements, punching holes and staple 
positions can be confirmed without making test prints. 
Furthermore, warnings are available for pages with deleted 
or overflowing text as well as blank pages, along with a 
function to select pages that do not need to be printed.



 Easy set/Job program/My Tab

To enable a wide range of the Konica Minolta eco functions 
to be used, it is possible to preprogramme them, integrat-
ing helpful and/or eco-friendly functionality into any print, 
copy, scan and fax process. This preprogramming feature 
also allows Konica Minolta office products to be operated 
by untrained users.

The My Tab feature available on nearly all office models 
adds extra ease of operation, letting users combine their 
frequently needed features in a single setting screen. 
Eco-friendly settings such as duplex or n-up printing can 
be individually included. 
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Instructions for configuring My Tab
Select My Tab - Edit My Tab… - select the green functions 
you want to register on My Tab and their position (LEFT 
side/RIGHT side/Up/Down) in My Tab

Instructions for green printing with favourite settings
Favourite Setting: e.g. 2in1 for saving paper by printing 2 
pages on 1 paper sheet

Instructions for registering your  
green copy settings
Main screen: Copy - Program - New



 Personal print release

Anyone who has worked in an environment using floor printers or central output devices has probably experienced how some 
print jobs are printed but never picked up. This “printing to waste bin” is not only a threat to information confidentiality and 
increases printing costs, but is also not very ecological print behaviour. Using Konica Minolta’s Personal Print Release func-
tionality – either configurable per device or deployable via central software application – those prints are immediately reduced 
to zero. Each print job is only released after the person has authenticated themselves at the output device. This ensures that 
the print jobs are actually picked up and eliminates wasted prints or forgotten documents.
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GREEN 
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 

Workflow: Print jobs are held in a central place until users 
authenticate themselves at the output device and pick up 
the print job

Workstation

Workstation

Workstation

– User authentication
– Releasing print jobs

User job list

Print job

Personal Print server
based on OpenAPI

Print job

User verification

Active Directory server



 User & cost management

One way to reduce unecological printing is to increase user 
awareness of the print costs. This can be achieved with 
central software that calculates print costs and notifies 
users about the costs that have been incurred by this 
particular print job via a pop-up window. 

Print administrators who want to go beyond those soft 
methods of increasing awareness can also apply print 
budgets to users or departments to make them use their 
print budget more effectively, reducing the amount of 
thoughtless prints significantly. 

 Digital document revision

When collaborating on document creation, each new revi-
sion need not be printed. Konica Minolta can provide just 
the right tools to marketing divisions and agencies so that 
document revision can happen completely digitally, with 
traceable procedures, and without 90% of the revisions 
ending up in the waste bin.

Software tools provide powerful functions such as digital 
markup (highlighting, annotations, insertions etc.) and 
comparing document revisions digitally.
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Annotations and comments in electronic documents 
reduce the amount of printing
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OVERVIEW 
bizhub LINE-UP

x  = Supported 
x* = Print only
- = Not supported

A4

bizhub
C35P

bizhub
C25

bizhub
C35

bizhub 
3300P

bizhub 
4000P

bizhub 
4700P

bizhub
25e

bizhub
20

bizhub
36

bizhub
42

Power save key - - - - - - - - - -

Timer & calendar 
function - - - - - - - - - -

Dynamic Eco Timer - - - - - - - - - -

Eco Scan - - - - - - - - - -

Eco Print - - - - - - - - - -

Eco Meter - - - - - - - - - -

Duplex printing/
copying x* x x x* x* x* x x x x

N-up functionality x x x x x x x x x x

Reuse of one-sided 
prints x x x x x x x x x x

Combining print & 
copy jobs - - - - - - - - - -

Proof print &  
preview copy x x* x x* x* x* - - x x

Blank page removal 
and skip blank pages x x x x x x - - x x

Overlay function x x x x x x - - x x

Box for public 
documents - - - - - - - - - -

Share documents  
by scan or box - - - - - - - x - -

Fax forwarding - x x - - - x x x x

XPS print preview 
driver x x x x x x - - x x

Easy set/Job 
program x x x x x x x - x x

My Tab x - x x x x - - x x

Personal print 
release x x x x x x x - x x

User & cost 
management x x x x x x x x x x

Digital document 
revision Independent of device functionality. Electronic document management only.
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x  = Supported 
x* = Print only
- = Not supported

A3

bizhub 
C224e

bizhub 
C284e

bizhub 
C364e

bizhub 
C454e

bizhub 
C554e

bizhub 
C654

bizhub 
C754

bizhub 
185

bizhub 
215

bizhub 
223

bizhub 
283

bizhub 
363

bizhub 
423

bizhub 
501

bizhub 
552

bizhub 
654

bizhub 
754

Power save key x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

Timer & calendar 
function x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

Dynamic Eco Timer x x x x x x x - - - - - - - - x x

Eco Scan x x x x x x x - - - - - - - - x x

Eco Print x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

Eco Meter x x x x x x x - - - - - - - - x x

Duplex printing/
copying x x x x x x x - x x x x x x x x x

N-up functionality x x x x x x x - x x x x x x x x x

Reuse of one-sided 
prints x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Combining print & 
copy jobs x x x x x x x x - x x x x x x x x

Proof print &  
preview copy x x x x x x* x* - - x x x x x* x* x* x*

Blank page removal 
and skip blank pages x x x x x x x - - x* x* x* x* x x x x

Overlay function x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

Box for public 
documents x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

Share documents  
by scan or box x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

Fax forwarding x x x x x x x - x x x x x x x x x

XPS print preview 
driver x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

Easy set/Job 
program x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

My Tab x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

Personal print 
release x x x x x x x - - x x x x x x x x

User & cost 
management x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Digital document 
revision Independent of device functionality. Electronic document management only.
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All Konica Minolta environmental activities are an integral 
part of the general management philosophy called the 
Creation of New Value. This New Value not only includes 
innovative products with intelligent features, but also 
refers to the permanent search for new ways of protecting 
the environment. After all, eco-friendly technology and 
behaviour are integrated in a dynamic process that must 
always take into account the latest scientific research 
based on facts.

Konica Minolta regularly publishes information on this im- 
portant topic.

On our website www.konicaminolta.eu/environment 
an entire section is dedicated to environmental affairs, 
offering news on the latest developments and providing 
comprehensive PDF documents for downloading.

Please send general enquiries to env@konicaminolta.eu
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